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About This Game

quadrantica

The pillars of light and color have sunk beneath the ocean, and an ashen gray has overcome the world - raise them back up by
putting your logical thinking and deductive reasoning to the test.

Lift one tile up and another goes down. Change one tile’s color, but two others change in turn. Between sunken structures, the
tiles in quadrantica are in a state of disarray - and it’s your job to bring them into order. The moves you make always influence

the pieces around you, but never the tile you select: find the optimal solution to this cascade of cause and effect to flood this
surreal world with light and color once again.

Game Features

81 brain-teasing puzzles in 9 levels, with challenge levels ranging from friendly to frustrating

A half-hour soundtrack of original music

No time limits or lives - solve the puzzles at your own pace

Game Controls
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- ( left click ) affect block
- ( right click ) switch power

- ( "R" key ) reset field
- ( ESC key ) open menu
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Been playing on and off since it started as an early-access game. Found about it from the Neowiz Twitter page since I was a big
fan of DJMAX Respect. As of late, I've been putting in a lot more hours in this game, and I can say the game has come a long
way from its early-access days and has a very solid foundation.

The actual gameplay is very good; the timing feels very tight and immediate. It's the best rhythm game in recent memory with
such intuitive gameplay. The moving hold notes were a hassle at first, but you learn to play them and are a nice little addition.
There are several backgrounds to choose from and several of the songs actually have videos that play (some of them coming
from the DJMAX series.

It has a great selection of music coming from DJMAX, O2JAM, TAPSONIC TOP, and even some BOLD originals. I am really
happy about the O2JAM inclusion as it's a game I never knew existed until recently. The game plays nicely with high refresh
rate monitors and runs like a dream on my machine, never dropping any noticeable frames during the whole time I've played.
The UI looks great and you never get lost in the menus. Very straight to the point.

If you enjoy rhythm games as a genre, you definitely shouldn't miss out on this one.. The gun is underwhelming, being a bad
hybrid between an assault rifle and an LMG. It sacrifices 200 ammo, 100 magazine and a lot of ammo pickup just so you can
aim down sights. The meat of this pack is the anarchist perk deck, reducing your max health but massively increasing armor, up
to 400 with the ICTV. Great for deathwish and one down difficulties if you prefer armor over dodge, but you need to play
aggressive for your armor to regenerate.
Sydney as a character is up to personal preferance.. Great balance between skill, luck, and silly! I got it on PS Plus but bought it
again on steam because it is a fun game to zone out or listen to a podcast. The developer is also very responsive if you have
questions.. The game has a few cons; Repetitive music, The save mechanic and skipping mechanic. It was overall a good game
given its short length.
. TL;DR: It looks like it still on its early version. Consider it before buying: its a incomplete version of something that will never
be completed.

Full review:
Well, the game only launches when I choose the "fastest" graphics. Otherwise, it crashes.

First off: there is no zoom. And I can't navigate using my keyboard, only mouse. And its annoying.

It seems that there is no quest\/misson either. Its just a regular sim tower with new (?!) graphics.

It seems that there is no "info" about the shops\/stores. Its just a poor quality sprite.

The costumers comes all together and leaves all together. Like a mob of zombies. Its ugly.

It lacks tutorial. I don't know what am I supposed to do.

The concept is fantastic (as proven by Sim Tower.) but I was hoping for something much more... 2017. It seems it is an earlier
version of something that could, but will never be really enjoyable, neither for hardcore gamers or casual gamers.. This game is
literally unplayable. Aside from the fact that it's a glitchy mess, obvious from the moment you launch it, there doesn't seem to
be another human soul online to play it with. And you can't play against the computer. So if you love running around in an
empty and glitch ridden futuristic sporting arena, go for it.. pros: art style, blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls
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This was not fun at all. At least give me an endless mode so I can play more than 10 minutes.. Rating: 10/10
Who is this software recomended to: Gamin' youtubers.
Review=
Say hello to playclaw 5, the ultimate in game recording software.
With tons of options and no unstabability for almost any game, this
recording software is a must for any gaming youtuber. Are you
SERIOUS about making videos for peoples entertainment? Well,
if so, You need the best. Get playclaw 5 today.
. Keeping up with the von Carsteins.. A fantastic 16-bit era game, originally designed for SEGA but ported to several other
platforms as well, Flashback has everything from problem solving to action. It's hard, particularly the frustratingly
hard final map, but also fairer (not to mention much longer) than, say, Another World, the spiritual prequel. The
game's cutscenes and graphics were cutting edge back in the day, and they still look damn impressive: many of the
backgrounds are truly awe-inspiring, and the soundtrack gives the game a distinct feel. In contrast to its fluid
animations, the movement system may feel sluggish, but then again Conrad's moveset is far more versatile than that of
other 16-bit protagonists.
As for this re-release, you can go for the 16-bit experience or play the game with some modern bells and whistles. I was more
than happy with the vanilla experience, but the "remastered" mode is at least a good excuse for a second playthrough. There
are also some quality of life improvements, such as being able to check movement controls in the menu (playing the part of
an instructions manual really), and options for filters such as CRT scanlines. Also, contrary to a few reviews here, the game
works just fine with a controller and you CAN reassign the keys; you just have to do it via the Big Picture Mode.. Sam and
Max: Season two offers a greater variety of locales, but still maintains the gameplay from the first season. If you're a fan
of the series, season two is a no-brainer and a welcomed continuation of the duo. Season two now supports widescreen
resolutions.. I feel like a real nibba when I play this game!. When you sit there and wonder how the DLC could possibly get
more predatory than they were in SK-PBS then you find this one.
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